CURRICULUM Autumn Term – Year 5
English

Maths

Writing
Travel writing: To identify the audience and purpose for writing. Use examples and models
to write a travel report, applying practiced grammar and vocabulary. To proof read for
spelling and punctuation errors. To write and develop paragraphs
To write a poem on a theme
To write a short story which describes a setting, character and atmosphere.
Reading : Class text ‘Chasing the Sun’. Read and discuss a range of texts, asking
questions to improve understanding, VIPERS focus on vocabulary, retrieval, sequence.
SPAG
Pronouns, relative pronouns, relative clauses, homophones, modal verbs, and commas

Place Value:
Compare and round numbers to 1,000,000
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division:
Common factors and multiples; prime, square and cube numbers; add/subtract to
4 digit numbers, times and divide by 10,100,1000
Fractions:
Equivalent fractions, compare and order, add and subtract fractions, mixed
numbers, improper fractions
Measurement: Area and perimeter

Science

Computing

PSHE

Earth and Space: Earth rotation, Moon, Sun, day
and night, relative movement.
Animals and Humans: Body systems, fitness,
healthy diet.

Office: Introducing and developing Powerpoint, edit, format,
design and themes, transitions and hyperlinks

Health and Wellbeing

Materials: States of matter
Humanities
Country Study: to know continents, flags, landscapes,
landmarks, transport using primary sources.
British History:Georgians - develop chronological
understanding and historical enquiry. Focus on Royal family,
homes, travel, War, Industrial revolution.

Digital age: Wearable technology – understanding its use
and designing own

Emotional Health: risk, compromise, peer pressure.
Physical Health: setting goals and being physically
healthy.

Digital Age: Wearable technology – understanding its use
and designing own

.

RE

Art & DT

Sikhism: Belief in action – key beliefs, lifestyle
practices.
Christianity: Christmas – evaluate different
accounts of the Christmas story.

Clothing Challenge: use techniques, colour and textures to
recycle clothing

Drawing Perspective and Landscapes: understanding tone,
line, colour, studying Hockney and O’Keefe
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